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a b s t r a c t
Metaheuristic algorithms are extensively recognized as effective approaches for solving
high-dimensional optimization problems. These algorithms provide effective tools with
important applications in business, engineering, economics, and science. This paper surveys state-of-the-art metaheuristic algorithms and their current applications in the ﬁeld
of large-scale global optimization. The paper mainly covers the fundamental algorithmic
frameworks such as decomposition and non-decomposition methods. More than 200
papers are carefully reviewed to prepare the current comprehensive survey.
Ó 2014 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Most real-world optimization problems tackle with a large number of decision variables, known as Large Scale Global
Optimization (LSGO) problems. Many science and engineering applications are formulated as LSGO problems such as designing large scale electronic systems, scheduling problems with large number of resources, vehicle routing in large scale trafﬁc
networks, gene recognition in bioinformatics, inverse problem chemical kinetics, etc. For example, inverse problems in the
biological systems are a large-scale and highly time-consuming optimization problems [95,82,105,163]. A well-known
model of biological systems is the S-system model which is a particular set of complex non-linear differential equations.
The estimation of parameters in this model is generally described as a challenging optimization problem because a large
number of parameters (i.e., 2NðN þ 1Þ) should be determined simultaneously (e.g., if an S-system model involves 30 components; then the number of variables is equal to 2  30  ð30 þ 1Þ ¼ 1860). These models are faced with some challenging
characteristics such as strong interaction among parameters and high multimodality. Recently, LSGO has become a well-recognized ﬁeld of research and various metaheuristic algorithms such as Simulated Annealing (SA) [16] and variant population-based algorithms, such as, Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) [7], Genetic Algorithms (GA) [58], Estimation of
Distribution Algorithms (EDAs) [91,122] and Differential Evolution (DE) Algorithm [141,161], Particle Swarm Optimization
(PSO) [81,80], Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) [39,40], and Artiﬁcial Bee Colony (ABC) [75] have been applied to solve them.
However, generally speaking, the standard metaheuristic algorithms for solving LSGO problems suffer from main deﬁciency,
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curse of dimensionality; i.e., the performance of these algorithms deteriorates when tackling the high dimensional problems
[100,167,168]. There are two major reasons for the performance deterioration of these algorithms: The ﬁrst, increasing size
of the problem dimension increases its landscape complexity and characteristic alteration. The second, the search space
exponentially increases with the problem size; so an optimization algorithm must be able to explore the entire search space
efﬁciently; which is not a trivial task.
It is motivating to consider these reasons and difﬁculties to propose new approaches for tackling LSGO problems.
Therefore, in recent years, many valuable attempts in utilizing metaheuristic algorithms have been conducted. Organizing
special sessions in conferences, developing novel benchmark functions, LSGO-related web-sites, and establishing several relevant journal publications conﬁrm importance of the mentioned research ﬁeld. Research works in LSGO area were reported
in the leading journals, such as, Information Sciences, Lecture Notes in Computing Science, IEEE Transactions on Evolutionary
Computation, Applied Soft Computing, Soft Computing, European Journal of Operational Research, and Computers and
Chemical Engineering, Computers and Mathematics with Applications, etc. Also, research works on LSGO have been presented during several international conferences and workshops, such as, Evolutionary Algorithms and other Metaheuristics
for Continuous Optimization Problems, Special Session on Evolutionary Computation for Large Scale Global Optimization,
Genetic and Evolutionary Computation Conference, IEEE World Congress on Computational Intelligence, IEEE Congress on
Evolutionary Computation, etc.
Recently, twenty high-dimensional global optimization functions in CEC-2010 [167] and a set of ﬁfteen scalable benchmark functions in CEC-2013 [100] are provided to evaluate the performance of LSGO methods. In the CEC’2013 benchmark
functions, the CEC’2010 benchmark functions were extended to better simulate real-world problems by introducing
imbalance between the contribution of various subcomponents, subcomponents with nonuniform sizes, and conforming
and conﬂicting overlapping functions. An LSGO problem is deﬁned as follow:

min=max Fð~
x2X
xÞ ¼ f ðx1 ; x2 ; . . . ; xn Þ; ~

ð1Þ

where X # Rn denotes the decision space with n dimensions, ~
x ¼ ðx1 ; x2 ; . . . ; xn Þ 2 Rn is the decision variable vector, f : X ! R
stands for a real-valued continuous nonlinear objective function for mapping from n dimensional space to one dimensional
ﬁtness value Fð~
xÞ, and n is the number of variables in large scale setting (generally speaking, n > 100). Many optimization
algorithms attempt to solve LSGO problems efﬁciently in a given number of ﬁtness evaluation budget. The purpose of this
paper is to present a comprehensive survey of the main contributions of metaheuristic algorithms to solve LSGO problems.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 is a brief description of the LSGO tackling approaches. In
Section 3, the benchmark problems and performance measures are explained. The summary of results for some research
works are provided in Section 4. Section 5 presents the applications of LSGO. Finally, the work is concluded in Section 6.

2. LSGO tackling approaches
Several particular mechanisms have been proposed to handle LSGO problems, since large scale optimization is the essential challenge in the science and engineering ﬁelds. Basically, two main categorizes of approaches can be found, namely,
Cooperative Coevolution (CC) algorithms with problem decomposition strategy [139,138], and non-decomposition based
methods. Non-decomposition-based methods solve LSGO problems as a whole; and they are designed with the speciﬁc
effective operators or they are combined with other optimization method to further enhance their performance to explore
complex search spaces. The decomposition methods are based on divide-and-conquer approach which decomposes LSGO
problems into single-variable or multiple low dimensional subcomponents [139,138]. The following subsections provide a
brief overview of the LSGO techniques; Fig. 1 presents a hierarchical classiﬁcation of these methods.

Fig. 1. A hierarchical classiﬁcation of the LSGO techniques.
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2.1. Cooperative Coevolution (CC) algorithms
The ﬁrst effort in decomposition of a high dimensional problem was proposed by Potter and De Jong [139,138] in 1994,
they designed a CC algorithm to improve the performance of the standard GA. The primary CC methods were one-dimensional based and also splitting-in-half strategies [140]. The one-dimension based method divides an n-dimensional problem
into n one-subcomponents while the splitting-in-half method divides an n-dimensional problem into two n=2 subcomponents. The classical steps of CC framework are as follows:
Step 1: Problem decomposition: Decomposing a high-dimensional objective vector into some smaller non-overlapping
subcomponents,
Step 2: Subcomponent optimization: Executing individually a traditional optimization algorithm to evolve each subcomponent for a predeﬁned number of generations in a round-robin strategy,
Step 3: Cooperative combination: Merging the solutions of all subcomponents to construct the n-dimensional solution.
In subcomponent optimization step, the ﬁtness of an individual in each subcomponent is computed as an n-dimensional
vector which is constructed by integrating it with the selected individuals taken from other subcomponents. Two simple collaboration methods among subcomponents were suggested in [139], the best and random collaboration methods. The CCGA1 algorithm employs the best collaboration method to compute the ﬁtness of an individual by integrating it with the current
best members of other components. The CCGA-2 algorithm employs the random collaboration method to compute the ﬁtness of an individual by integrating it with the randomly selected members of other subcomponents. The CC method is
applied in a wide range of real-world applications [18,54,133,135,116,8]. The CC method decomposes the decision vector
into groups of variables and cooperatively optimizes them during predetermined cycles. Several studies have employed
the CC methods to solve LSGO problems where they are divided to two general categories in term of variable grouping strategy: static and dynamic grouping methods. Next subsection focuses on the several CC based works which are signiﬁcantly
advanced well-known categories proposed in the last decade. Table 1 summarizes proposed major variants of the CC
method.

2.1.1. The static grouping-based CC methods
Potter and De Jong proposed the great decomposition strategies for the CC methods [139]. The CCGA-1 and CCGA-2 methods were only tested on problems with maximum dimension of 30. The results have shown that the performance of CCGA-1
on separable problems is signiﬁcantly better than a standard GA, while the performance of CCGA-1 alleviates on non-separable problems. The separable problems are referred to the problems with no interacting variables, i.e., the inﬂuence of each
variable on the ﬁtness value is independent of any other variables whereas problems with strong interacting variables are

Table 1
A summary of major variants of the CC method.
Author

Algorithm

Brief explanation

Omidvar et al. [130]
Mahdavi et al. [111]
liu and Tang [104]
Omidvar et al. [129]
Ren and Wu [150]

MLSoft [130]
DM-HDMR [111]
CC-CMA-ES [104]
DECC-DG [129]
CCOABC [150]

Li and Yao [99]

CCPSO2 [99]

Sayed et al. [155]
Sayed et al. [154]
Sun et al. [197]
Omidvar et al. [128]

HDIMA [155]
DIMA [154]
CPSO-SL [197]
CBCC [128]

Omidvar et al. [126]
Chen et al. [23]
Omidvar et al. [127]
Ray. and Yao [158]
Yang et al. [200]

DECC-ML [126]
CCVIL [23]
[127]
CCEA-AVP [158]
DECC-G [200]

Yang et al. [201]

MLCC [201]

Van den Bergh and
Engelbrecht [174]
Liu et al. [106]
Potter and De Jong [139]

CPSO-SK and CPSO-HK
[174]
FEPCC [106]
CCGA-1 and CCGA-2
[139]

A decomposition method based on reinforcement learning
A decomposition method based on high dimensional model representation method
The CC framework was applied to CMA-ES for scaling up CMA-ES
DECC using automatic decomposition strategy (The differential grouping)
The orthogonal experimental design method was employed in cooperatively coevolving
ABC
The random grouping and adaptive weighting scheme were embedded in a cooperatively
coevolving PSO
The hybrid dependency identiﬁcation with the memetic algorithm
The dependency identiﬁcation with the memetic algorithm
A cooperative particle swarm optimizer with statistical variable interdependence learning
A contribution based CC which selects the subcomponents based on their contributions to
the global ﬁtness
The uniform selection of subcomponent sizes along with more frequent random grouping
A CC method is composed of two learning and optimization phases
A decomposition method based on a delta value
A Cooperative Co-evolutionary EA is developed with an adaptive partitioning
A n-dimensional problem is partitioned randomly into several subcomponents with an
adaptive weighting method
Using a decomposer pool to select the different group size based on the recorded
performance of the decomposer
The CC method is integrated with PSO algorithm
The CC framework with FEP (fast evolutionary programming)
The ﬁrst CC algorithm was proposed to solve LSGO problems
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referred to non-separable [153] or epistasis [83] problems. Liu et al. [106] incorporated the CC framework with FEP (fast evolutionary programming) called FEPCC to solve benchmark functions with 100 to 1000 real-valued variables. FEPCC conﬁrmed
insufﬁciency of Potter and Jong’s decomposition method to deal with non-separable problems.
The ﬁrst attempt was made by Van den Bergh and Engelbrecht [174] to integrate the CC method with PSO algorithms for
proposing two cooperative PSO algorithms, CPSO-SK and CPSO-HK. Main framework of CPSO-SK is based on the original
decomposition method deﬁned in [139] with a special difference where a vector was partitioned into K s-dimensional
^
sub-problems (where n ¼ K  s). A concatenation of all global best particles from all K swarms is called a context vector y
which is used to compute the ﬁtness of a particle in a swarm. In CPSO-HK, the standard PSO and CPSO-SK are incorporated
such that the CPSO-SK is performed for one cycle, followed by the standard PSO in the next cycle. A simple information
^ in CPSO-SK section after
exchange method between CPSO-SK and the standard PSO is conducted as the context vector y
one iteration is applied to replace a randomly selected particle in the standard PSO section, and in the same way, if the standard PSO discovers a new global best particle, this vector will be replaced by a randomly selected particle in the CPSO-SK
section. Both CPSO-SK and CPSO-HK were tested on maximum dimension of 30. Also, the static grouping based CC method
was applied using DE in [157] where the search space were divided into two n=2-dimensional subcomponents. Therefore,
this method losses its effectiveness for handling LSGO problems with very large dimension.The same CC method was also
applied in the Bacterial Foraging Optimization (BFO) [20]. Similar to CPSO-HK and CPSO-SK, two Cooperative co-evolutionary
ABC algorithms, namely, CABC-S and CABC-H, were proposed in [44]. The static grouping based CC method is effective on
low-dimensional (up to 100 D) problems. Therefore, several authors have been interested in developing the novel decomposing strategies to handle very large scale problems more efﬁciently.
2.1.2. The dynamic grouping based CC methods
Since the static grouping based CC methods are inefﬁcient during handling non-separable problems, several works have
been proposed new methods to detect variable interactions and assign interacting variables to the same subcomponent. In
the static grouping based CC methods, a ﬁxed value of the subcomponent size k is chosen for the subcomponent size and
then s variables in each subcomponent remain in the same subcomponents over the optimization process while the dynamic
grouping based CC methods dynamically change the grouping structure. The methods can be categorized into two classes
based on how variables are placed in one subcomponent, namely, random and learning based methods.
2.1.2.1. The random dynamic grouping based CC methods. Recently, Yang et al. [200,199] introduced a DE-based CC method
which utilizes the random grouping to solve LSGO problems with dimension of 500 and 1000. Their method is called
DECC-G [200], which is based on the research work introduced in [199] for handling non-separable problems. An n-dimensional objective vector is partitioned randomly into multiple low dimensional subcomponents with respect to predetermined sizes; each subcomponent is evolved by a self-adaptive DE with the neighborhood search algorithm (namely
SaNSDE) [202]. An adaptive weighting framework is proposed for further tuning of solutions; it assigns a weight to each
of the subcomponents after each cycle. An optimization algorithm optimizes these weights in which the optimization problem has a much lower dimensionality than the original n-dimensional problem. The steps of DECC-G algorithm are summarized as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Set i ¼ 1 to start a new cycle.
Based on random grouping method, an n-dimensional object vector is randomly divided into m s-dimensional subcomponents.
Evolve the ith subcomponent with a certain EA for a certain number of objective function evaluations.
If i < mthen i þ þ, and go to Step 3.
Assign a weight vector for each subcomponent and then optimize it via a certain EA for the best, worst, and random members of
the current population.
6. Stop if termination criteria are satisﬁed; otherwise go to Step 1 for the next cycle.
The results of the random grouping method show an efﬁcient performance on scalable non-separable benchmark functions (up to 1000D); however, its performance becomes ineffective when the number of interacting variables grows [126].
A new multilevel CC algorithm (MLCC) was proposed to improve DECC-G [201]. Since an appropriate group size is highly
related to the objective function, MLCC uses a decomposer pool. Each decomposer indicates a speciﬁc group size value to
select different group sizes based on the recorded performance of the decomposer. MLCC updates the performance of the
selected decomposer with respect to its current performance. The selection probability for each decomposer is computed
with a self-adaptive method where is based on the performance history of the decomposer through the evolution process.
In MLCC, when a group size value is picked, the objective vector is divided into a set of equally sized subcomponents while
the most real-world problems have the different sizes of interacting groups [129]. Omidvar et al. [126] proposed a method to
improve DECC-G and MLCC. They extended the predeﬁned probability of the random grouping to each number of interacting
variables. Also, they indicated that the use of adaptive weighting [200] in the random weighting grouping is not very efﬁcient
while more frequent random grouping is efﬁcient without increasing the number of objective function evaluations, especially when the number of interacting variables is more than two. Moreover, a simple method for choosing a decomposer
from the pool in MLCC was introduced. In [203], the DECC-G algorithm was modiﬁed with an improved adaptive weighting
strategy. By using this strategy, the computational time and the number of objective function evaluations are reduced. Also,
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JADE algorithm [210] is used as the subcomponent and weight vector optimizer algorithm to ﬁnd more accurate solutions. In
addition, this scheme was applied to other optimization techniques to enhance their performance on LSGO problems. In [98],
a cooperatively coevolving PSO was proposed where the random grouping and the adaptive weighting schemes are embedded in the CCPSO algorithms proposed by Van den Bergh and Engelbrecht [174]. A new cooperative coevolving PSO (CCPSO2)
was introduced in [99]; it was performed on problems with up to dimension 2000. It embeds the lbest ring topology, Cauchy,
and Gaussian distributions in the standard PSO to create a new position for particles. Furthermore, a random grouping
method, with a modiﬁed position updating rule, and a coevolving strategy to dynamically determine size of subcomponents
are utilized. In the updating personal best stage, two matrices are deﬁned to store all information of particles’current position and personal best in all K generations. Then, a random grouping method is applied which is randomly permutated the
indices of all columns and thus a particle’s position and personal best vectors in each swarm are formed by the new permutated dimension indices.
A CC Orthogonal ABC (CCOABC) algorithm was proposed in [150] where uses the Orthogonal Experimental Design (OED)
method to improve its performance effectively. In OED, a factor denotes as a variable in the optimization problem and each
factor has three levels, one level is the original one and two levels are calculated as follow:

V ij ¼ xij þ Rij ðxij  xkj Þ
V ij ¼ xij  Rij ðxij  xkj Þ
where V ij is a new location, Rij ða random numberÞ 2 ½1; 1; i 2 1; 2; . . . ; N; k 2 1; 2; . . . ; N (N is the number of food sources)
and k – i; j 2 1; 2; . . . ; N (D is the number of dimensions). In the CC stage, the random grouping strategy is used to split a
problem into multiple low dimensional subcomponents and each subcomponent by a CCOABC algorithm is optimized. In
[30], two synchronous and asynchronous co-evolutionary approaches were analyzed with a broad experiments on LSGO
problems which extended the prior research work in [200]. In synchronous approach, the evaluation context, i.e., a representative vector, is updated after evolving all components while the evaluation context in asynchronous approach is updated
after evolving each component.
2.1.2.2. The learning-based dynamic grouping. Since the appropriate grouping of the interacting variables requires the prior
knowledge of a problem, the learning methods focus on other strategies instead of random groping strategy. In these methods, the identiﬁcation of interacting variables is learnt by the obtained experiences of the problem characteristics either
before or during optimization process. The learning methods were proposed in order to increase the placing chance of
the interacting variables in the same subcomponent especially when the number of interacting variables becomes very large.
Ray and Yao introduced a CC Algorithm based on the correlation matrix [149]. In the ﬁrst M cycles, there is one subcomponent which includes all variables therefore evolution process is similar to a standard EA. In the next cycles, the correlation
matrix of top 50% solutions in the population is calculated and the decision variables are partitioned into several subcomponents based on the correlation coefﬁcient value among them such that the variables with a correlation coefﬁcient greater
than the certain threshold value is placed in the same subcomponent. In [158], a CCEA with an adaptive partitioning- called
CCEA-AVP- was introduced, inspired from Ray and Yao’s earlier research work [149]. It has been shown that methods based
on correlation coefﬁcient use the huge computational resources but they do not recognize the nonlinear dependencies
among the variables [155,125]. In the standard CC method [139], each of the subcomponents was optimized in a round-robin
strategy. In this method, the computational budget was equally associated into all of the subcomponents. In [128], they recognized the imbalance among the ﬁtness portions of different subcomponents. Hence, they suggested Contribution Based
Cooperative Co-evolution algorithm (CBCC) in which the computational budget is associated to the subcomponents according to their contributions. They showed that if there is an imbalance among the separable and non-separable parts of the
ﬁtness value, the round-robin strategy loses its performance and uses the considerable amount of the computational budget.
The method is capable to save the signiﬁcant amount of computational time.
A simple method was proposed to recognize interactions among variables which is brieﬂy described as follows [197]. It is
assumed that the ‘best’ is the best solution achieved so far, the ‘new’ denotes the best individual when a CC optimizer algorithm has optimized for a dimension i, and a randomly selected individual from the population is called the ‘rand’. Two new
individuals are generated according to these three vectors as following form:


xj ¼

newi
bestj

8
>
< newi
x0j ¼ randk
>
otherwise
:
bestj
if j ¼ i

if j ¼ i
if j ¼ k
otherwise

After that, if f ðx0 Þ is better than f ðxÞ, the interaction probability between i and k is increased. Based on the mentioned
research work [197], Chen et al. [23] proposed a CC method with Variable Interaction Learning (CCVIL) which is capable
to adaptively change group sizes. This method includes two phases, namely, learning and optimization. In learning phase,
the detection of interaction among variables is identiﬁed similar to the method proposed in [197]. In [127], a CC framework
was introduced based on a delta value which is computed corresponding to the absolute amount of change in each dimension at two sequential cycles. The delta grouping is taken from a key feature of non-separable problems, i.e., there is the limited extent of interacting variables to optimize towards global optimum [153]. Next, the decision variables are sorted
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corresponding on their delta values; then the grouping of variables is provided based on the sorted delta values. When there
are several non-separable subcomponents, the performance of this method deteriorates [129].
According to [197], the variables xi and xj are dependent if the inﬂuence of a variable xi on the ﬁtness value depends on
the variable xj . A statistical model of the variable interdependence learning was introduced in [164] where is brieﬂy


described as follows. Let ~
bÞ, if by turning xj value into
a ¼ ðx1 ; . . . ; xi ; . . . ; xj ; . . . ; xn Þ; ~
b ¼ x1 ; . . . ; x0 ; . . . ; xj ; . . . ; xn , and f ð~
aÞ 6 f ð~
i

x0j , the inequality f ð~
bÞ changes into the inequality f ð~
bÞ then variable xi is affected by variable xj . A probability
aÞ 6 f ð~
aÞ > f ð~
value for the inﬂuence of a variable xi by turning xj value is estimated by the statistical model on N statistical samples. A
decomposition method was also suggested where divides large scale problems into overlapping small scale subcomponents
according to the estimated dependence probability. In decomposition method, N subcomponents are created for each of variables; i.e., each subcomponent si is set to a variable xi which is called the core of the subcomponent si . Then, for each subcomponent si with the core xi , if the estimated probability for the core xi with each of variables is no less than the predeﬁned
threshold value r, they are allocated to the subcomponent si . Finally, each obtained subcomponent is optimized by an individual PSO.
Omidvar et al. [129] introduced an automated decomposition approach (called DECC-DG), differential grouping, where is
mathematically derived from the description of the partial separability. A Theorem was deﬁned to recognize the interaction
between two variables which is deﬁned as follow.
Theorem 1. Suppose the function f ð~
xÞ an additively separable function, If the following condition holds, then xp and xq are nonseparable:

8a; b1 – b2 ; d 2 R; d – 0; Dd;xp ½f ð~
xÞjxp ¼a;xq ¼b1 – Dd; xp ½f ð~
xÞjxp ¼a;xq ¼b2
where Dðd;xp Þ ½f ð~
xÞ ¼ f ð. . . ; xp þ d; . . .Þ  f ð. . . ; xp ; . . .Þ is the forward difference of f according to variable xp with the interval d.
For all decision variables, the following process is repeated: The interaction between a decision variable i and all other variables is checked based on using the Theorem 1 in a pairwise way. And then, if the interaction is recognized, the interacting
variables are located in the same subcomponent i. if any interaction is not recognized for a decision variable, this variable is
recognized as separable variable. Furthermore, they shown how the linkage identiﬁcation method (LINCR) [169] can be
derived by the Theorem 1. In [155,154], the dependency identiﬁcation (DI) technique for decomposing a LSGO problem
was proposed; it is derived from the deﬁnition of problem separability provided in [121,162]. The problem separability is
deﬁned in [121] as following form:

FðxÞ ¼

n
X
f ðxi Þ

ð2Þ

i¼1

And a partially separable problem is deﬁned in [149,162] as following equation:

FðxÞ ¼

m
X
f k ðxv Þ;

v ¼ ½1; V

ð3Þ

k¼1

where the problem FðxÞ is decomposed into m subcomponents which each subcomponent has V dependent variables. The DI
technique decomposes the decision variables into several subgroups so that provides the least square difference sqdiff
P
between FðxÞ and FðxÞ ¼ m
k¼1 f k ðxv Þ; v ¼ ½1; V which is calculated by the following equation:

"

sqdiff

#2
m
X
¼ FðxÞ 
f k ðxv Þ ;


xv ;c1 ¼

v ¼ ½1; V

k¼1

c1

8v ¼ ½1; V

c2

otherwise


;

xv ;c2 ¼

c2

8v ¼ ½1; V

c1

otherwise

Then, the subgroups are optimized by applying a memetic algorithm (MA) with a self-directed local search. Moreover, new
benchmark problems were developed to evaluate the performance of the DI method. In [192], a new variance priority strategy was developed to enhance the classical CC structure. It selects variables with larger variances to direct the current optimized sub-component. Statistical information based on linear correlation coefﬁcient between each variable and the
objective function was utilized; the DE algorithm is employed as an optimizer [151]. In the ﬁrst generation, the linear correlation coefﬁcient between each variable and the objective function in the current population is computed. In the other generations, a weighted sum of the correlation coefﬁcient value of the previous generation and the calculated correlation
coefﬁcient for current population is utilized. A modiﬁcation of the MLCC algorithm (MLSoft) based on reinforcement learning
was proposed in [130] which identify adaptively the subcomponent size. They show that adaptively identifying the subcomponent size for fully separable problem by using reinforcement learning methods can improve the performance of MLCC.
In [111], a decomposition method based on high dimensional model representation method (DM-HDMR) was proposed.
High dimensional model representation models the high dimensional input–output system behavior. First, the ﬁrst-order
RBF-HDMR model is computed according to the ﬁrst-order RBF-HDMR introduced by Shan and Wang [156]. In this method,
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two interacting variables are detected if a correlation relationship of two variables is identiﬁed according to the Shan and
Wang’s strategy [156] and then the separable and nonseparable subcomponents are constructed. A method (CC-CMA-ES)
based on CMA-ES was proposed in [104] which uses a CC framework to CMA-ES for scaling up CMA-ES to solve large scale
problems. Also, two decomposition strategies (Min-Variance decomposition strategy (MiVD) and Max-Variance decomposition strategy (MaVD)) based on the diagonal of the covariance matrix were introduced.
In addition, the study of the parameter settings for CC methods was conducted in [108]. A centralized cooperative strategy based on a rule-driven coordinator was proposed in [113] and a new analysis was presented to study the behavior of the
variant coordination schemes. In [72], diversity measures for the cooperative PSO was proposed. The CC methods transform
the search space into several separate subcomponents since a great value of information may be lost due to inappropriate
aggregation strategy to compute the ﬁtness of each individual in a subcomponent. A CC algorithm with global search was
developed in [211] which combines the CC algorithm and the EDA based-on mixed Gaussian and Cauchy models [190] to
overcome premature convergence in CC algorithms. Many research works were conducted to analyze the behaviors of CC
methods [134,132,171,137,176]. In [171], a benchmark problem, the Lamps problem, was introduced to analyze the behavior
of CC algorithms which models a search for the optimal placement of a set of lamps inside a room. The inﬂuence of problem
decomposition on the performance of CC algorithms was analyzed in [22]. Empirical studies are conducted based on the
prior knowledge of problems to uncover the advantage of detecting variable interactions. In [76], the impact of initial population was investigated on LSGO problems. They have shown that ﬁnding a proper initialization method could be valuable
in solving LSGO problems efﬁciently. The versions of information exchange referred as update timing were analyzed in [137]
which controls the optimization algorithm in CC framework evolves subcomponents sequentially or in parallel. Panait et al.
[134] introduced a probabilistic biasing method to evaluate individual from a particular subcomponent by the linear combination of bias and collaborative ﬁtness assessment. A master/slave model for CC algorithms was designed in [176] to parallelize these algorithms. In [206], a hybrid adaptive optimization strategy was proposed for solving LSGO problems which
integrates JADE and SaNSDE as the subcomponent optimization algorithm of CC. The subcomponent optimization algorithm
is changed among JADE and SaNSDE when the current optimization algorithm cannot any improvement in the ﬁtness value.
2.2. Non-decomposition methods
Since the classical operators and the different stages in the metaheuristic algorithms were usually designed for lowdimensional problems and show the deﬁcient performance during tackling high-dimensional problems, many modiﬁed algorithms have been proposed strategies on the classical operators and applied on different stages to enhance the performance
of algorithms. The non-decomposition methods without divide-and-conquer strategy proposed methods with focus on the
especial alteration such as deﬁning new mutation, selection, and crossover operators, designing and using local search,
opposition-based learning, sampling operator, hybridization, and incremental or reduction population size methods to signiﬁcantly enhance their performance during exploration to handle LSGO problems. Major research works are summarized as
in Table 2.
2.2.1. Swarm intelligence
Hsieh et al. [68] proposed a PSO algorithm with an Efﬁcient Population Utilization strategy (EPUS-PSO). A population
manager and solution sharing strategies were deﬁned and embedded in PSO to remove redundant particles. A population
manager strategy, based on the following three criteria, increases or decreases its population size:
1. When the gbest is not changed in k consecutive iterations, a new particle is inserted into the swarm.
2. If particles can ﬁnd one or more solutions to update the gbest in k consecutive iterations, the redundant particles are
removed from the swarm to enhance search progress.
3. When the global best solution is not changed and the population size is equal to the maximum size of population, a particle with the poor ﬁtness value in the current swarm is removed in order to add a new potential particle.
In solution sharing strategy, the moving vector of the third item in the velocity update equation of standard PSO is changed in proportion to a certain probability to another particle’s pbest. Also, a searching range sharing strategy was proposed
for escaping from local minimum solutions.
In [53], a PSO algorithm with two strategies, namely, velocity modulation and restarting, was proposed. The velocity modulation controls the movement of particles so that they are directed within a limited area. A restarting strategy was used to
prevent a premature convergence. If the standard deviation of the ﬁtness values of particles in the whole swarm or the overall change in the objective function value is very low, the restarting strategy is executed. A modiﬁed PSO algorithm with a
new velocity updating method, as the rotated particle swarm, was proposed in [62]. The velocity updating method uses a
rotation matrix which has most zero and some non-zero elements related to rotation of limited number of pairs of randomly
selected axes. In [24], a competitive PSO (CPSO) was introduced based on the random pairwise competition mechanism to
solve LSGO problems (up to 5000D). At each cycle of the algorithm, particles are pairwise randomly selected from the current
swarm to compete which the winner particle is passed into the next swarm and the next position and velocity of the loser
particle are updated by learning from the winner particle. Fan et al. [48] proposed a PSO algorithm with dynamic
neighborhood topology (FT-DNPSO) for tackling LSGO problems. FT-DNPSO incorporates the CC algorithm with kernel fuzzy
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Table 2
A summary of the non-decomposition-based methods.
Author

Algorithm

Brief explanation

Cheng et al. [24]
Fan et al. [48]

CPSo [24]
FT-DNPSO
[48]
[38]
EOEA
[195]
GOjDE
[185]
LSCBO
[25]
LMDEa
[165]
[177]
TSVP [64]
OXDE
[188]
SOUPDE
[196]
[52]

A competitive PSO based on the random pairwise competition mechanism
A PSO algorithm with dynamic neighborhood topology

Dong et al. [38]
Wang et al. [195]
Wang et al. [185]
Chowdhury et al. [25]
Takahama and Sakai
[165]
Wang and Gao [177]
Hedar and Ali [64]
Wang et al. [188]
Weber et al. [196]
Garcá-Martńez et al.
[52]
Wang et al. [183]
Wang et al. [184]
LaTorre et al. [92]
Garcá-Nieto et al.
[53]
Montes de Oca et al.
[36]
Rahnamayan and
Wang [144]
Zhang and Sanderson
[210]
Hsieh et al. [68]
Korosec and Silc [53]
Tseng and Chen [173]
Wang and Li [189]
Rahnamayan et al.
[148]

EDA frame-work based on weakly dependent variable identiﬁcation and subspace modeling
A two-stage based ensemble optimization EA
A parallel DE algorithm based on GPU
A large scale optimization based on coordinated bacterial dynamics and opposite numbers
A DE algorithm based on landscape modality detection, unimodal or multimodal, and a diversity archive
A DE algorithm with a new selection operator based on the local ﬁtness by using CC methods
Tabu search with multi-level neighborhood structures
A DE with quantization orthogonal crossover
A shufﬂe parallel DE based on multi-population
A differential evolution approach with the role differentiation and malleable mating mutation methods

GODE
[183]
GOPSO
[184]
[92]
RPSO-vm
[53]
IPSOLS
[36]
[144]

A DE based on Generalized Opposition-Based Learning

JADE [210]

An improved DE algorithm with a new mutation operation as DE/current-to-pbest

EPUS-PSO
[68]
DASA [53]
MMTS
[173]
LSEDA-gl
[189]
ODE [148]

A PSO with an efﬁcient population utilization method

A PSO integrated with GOBL and the Cauchy mutation
A memetic DE was combined with the multiple offspring sampling
A PSO with two mechanisms; velocity modulation and restarting method
An incremental PSO for large-scale continuous optimization problems
A novel center-based sampling method

An ACO-based algorithm based on a new concept as the variable offsets
The modiﬁed multiple trajectory search
A univariate EDA base on three methods: sampling under the mixed Gaussian and the Levy probability
distribution, standard deviation control and restart strategy
A DE algorithm with combing the concept of Opposition-Based Learning

clustering and variable trust region methods. The kernel fuzzy clustering method divides the high dimension problem into
several low dimensional subgroups. The variable trust region learning method changes adaptably the independent variable
ranges to improve the convergence speed. Also, a dynamic neighborhood topology is introduced which is incorporated with
PSO to avoid premature convergence.
Montes de Oca et al. [35,36,120,34,37] proposed an Incremental Social Learning (ISL) framework which combines components of social and individual learning to increase learning rate. In [36], a modiﬁed IPSOLS algorithm was developed to
solve LSGO problems. The original IPSOLS algorithm is a PSO algorithm which is hybridized with an incremental population
size and a local search to improve some particles. The redesign method of IPSOLS algorithm consists of six phases, namely,
selection of a local search method, alteration of calling and controlling the local search method, using vectorial PSO rules,
penalizing bound constraints violation, and ﬁghting stagnation with restarting. For automatically tuning parameters, iterated F-race [10,11] was applied which has the conﬁguration generation, selection, and reﬁnement stages iteratively. In
[101], they also introduced an incremental ACO algorithm (IACOR-LS) with incremental solution archive which is combined
with a local search method. In [86,88,90,89], an Ant-based algorithm, namely the differential ant-stigmergy, was proposed
according to a new concept as the variable offsets for solving the continuous optimization problems. With utilizing discretized offsets, a real-parameter optimization problem is transformed to a graph-search problem. The parameter difference for
new value x0 by supposing current value x is deﬁned as follows:

xi ¼ x0i þ di ðFor the i-th variableÞ
where di is called the parameter difference and is selected from the following set:
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Di ¼ Di [ f0g [ Dþi
Di ¼ di;k jdi;k ¼ b
Dþi

¼

dþi;k jdþi;k

¼b

kþLi 1

kþLi 1

; k ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; di

; k ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; di

where di ¼ U i  Li þ 1; Li ¼ blogb ði Þc; U i ¼ blogb ðxmax
 xmin
Þc, and b is the discrete base. A large scale optimization algorithm
i
i
based on coordinated bacterial dynamics and opposite numbers (LSCBO) was introduced in [25]. A population includes the
three types of bacteria, namely, primary, associated bacteria and the opposite associated bacterium. The associated bactee is produced from the primary bacterium X by following formula:
rium X

f
X k ¼ X k þ dDk ðFor the k-th variableÞ
k

k

where dDk ¼ ð0; 0; 0; . . . . . . . . . ; dl ; 0; 0; . . . . . . ; 0Þ; dl ¼ c1 r1 ðUB  LBÞ; r 1 is a random number in interval ½1; 1, and UB and LB
are the upper and lower boundaries, respectively. The opposite associated bacterium is also generated from the primary bacterium by following formula:

f ¼ X k  dDk
X
Then, the primary bacterium moves towards the ﬁttest bacterium of the population (FP). The velocity of primary bacterium
calculated by:

v ki ¼ FPki  X ki ðFor the k-th variableÞ
where FP ki and X ki are the components of FP. Thus, the position of the primary bacterium is deﬁned by:

X Kþ1 ¼ X k þ V K
A hybrid PSO algorithm [186] was proposed which is equipped with a new diversity method and neighborhood search strategies. In the diversity method, a trial particle for each particle is created by:

TX ij ðt þ 1Þ ¼



X ij ðt þ 1Þ; if randj ð0; 1Þ < pr
X ij ðtÞ

otherwise

TV ij ðt þ 1Þ ¼ V ij ðt þ 1Þ
A soft adaptive particle swarm algorithm was introduced in [9]. This method includes three stages: (1) a new level is
deﬁned to update the position of the particle based on the difference between its initial position and a random particle,
(2) the inertia weight is changed and improved, (3) and an acceleration parameter is developed to normalize the current
velocity. Chu et al. [26] analyzed and compared the aspects of the three boundary handling techniques, namely, the random,
absorbing, and reﬂecting schemes in the high-dimensional complex problems and indicated insights and the speciﬁc information about the performance of PSO. In [32], a micro-Bacterial Foraging Algorithm (BFA) was proposed which uses a very
small population and the preservation of the best bacterium. In [96], the scalability behavior of ACOR [159], an ant colony
optimization algorithm for continuous domains, was studied and a simple method was introduced to deal with low diversity.
Moreover, the modiﬁed ABC algorithm [4], a locust swarms [21], a particle swarm optimization based on utilizing guided reinitialization [17], an immune algorithm [31], and a hybrid BFA-PSO algorithm [29] were proposed to solve LSGO problems.
2.2.2. Evolutionary computation
In [110], an Unbiased Evolutionary Programming algorithm (UEP) was derived from a classical EP algorithm. In UEP, the
mutation operation was designed which is different from a classical EP by adding angles in the encoding of an individual.
Also, the effect of several parameters was analyzed where can signiﬁcantly improve the performance of algorithm. A GA with
a matrix-coding partitioning was proposed in [63]. Individuals in the population are coded as a matrix and then this matrix is
divided into several sub-matrices at every generation. The crossover and mutation operations are used to evolve the submatrices. Additionally, a modiﬁed version of termination criteria which was introduced in [65] is used. In [27], a new evolutionary search strategy, SP-UCI, was developed which includes four modules, namely, the complex shufﬂing, population
dimensionality monitoring and restoration, modiﬁed competitive complex evolution, and multi-normal resampling.
Wang and Li [189] proposed a univariate EDA (namely LSEDA-gl) base on the following three methods, sampling under
the mixed Gaussian and the Levy probability distributions, standard deviation control, and restart strategy. In [190], Wang
and Li analyzed the performance of univariate EDAs mixed with the different kernel probability densities according to the
ﬁtness landscape analysis and proposed a self-adaptive mixed distribution based on uni-variate EDA with the mixed kernels.
In [38], a EDA framework was proposed which combines Weakly dependent variable Identiﬁcation (WI) and Subspace Modeling (SM) steps to control the complexity of multivariate model on high dimensional problems. In WI strategy, the global
correlation matrix is computed and then variables with the absolute values of correlation coefﬁcients less than a certain
threshold are identiﬁed as weakly dependent variables which a simple univariate model is estimated for them. In SM step,
the n dimensional search space is partitioned into several subspaces, and then a multivariate model for each subspace is constructed. A two-stage based Ensemble Optimization Evolutionary Algorithm (EOEA) was introduced [195,191] where
includes two sections; the global shrinking and the local exploration. In global shrinking section, an EDA based-on mixed
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Gaussian and Cachy models is used to shrink the searching scope to the potential region. In the local exploration section, a CC
based algorithm with tuning the size of each group adaptively is used. Each group is evolved via selected randomly algorithms from three candidate algorithms. After the certain number of iterations, a new group is created with some variables
which have more effect on the ﬁtness values. Garcá-Martńez and Lozano [51] developed a continuous variable neighborhood
search algorithm which has three evolutionary metaheuristic components; generation, improvement, and shaking. These
components employ Covariance Matrix Adaptation Evolution Strategy (CMA-ES), continuous local EA and Heterogeneous
recombination, and Cataclysmic mutation (lCHC) as particular EA, respectively. Furthermore, a new assortative mating
method was proposed which is incorporated in the continuous local EA. In the assortative mating method, after selecting
ﬁrst parent, the second parent is selected according to two criteria; better ﬁtness value and high similarity to ﬁrst parent.
In [125], the performance of CMA-ES was considered on LSGO problems and compared with CC Algorithms (CCEAs). In
[28], three shufﬂed complex evolutions (SCE-UA,an algorithm based on simplex scheme) [42,41], PSO, and DE algorithms
were performed on high-dimensional benchmark functions. After a few evolution cycles, the population tends toward a subspace and the search region for discovering of global solution is limited to this subspace. This event is called ‘‘population
degeneration’’ and thus Principal Components Analysis (PCA) is introduced to detect population degeneration and to alleviate its bad inﬂuences.
2.2.2.1. DE-based algorithm. Due to the simple concept of DE algorithm and the easy implementation, it has become popular
in solving LSGO problems. In this subsection, several modiﬁed DE algorithms for handling LSGO problems are brieﬂy
described. An improved DE algorithm, JADE, was introduced in [210] which is incorporated with a new mutation operation
as DE/current-to-pbest. The greedy mutation operations of DE are modiﬁed to develop a new mutation operation so that it
utilizes the information of a speciﬁc set of top solutions (p% of top solutions). In this mutation operation, an optional external
archive is applied to handle recorded information about success and failure. Let A is the archive of inferior solutions and P
denotes the current population. The DE/current-to-pbest/1 without external archive is deﬁned for the current X as follows:

!
!
!
!
! 
! 
V i;G ¼ X i;G þ F i : X pbest;G  X i;G þ F i : X ri ;G  X ri ;G r 1 ; r 2 2 ½1; NP
1

2

!
!
where X pðbest;GÞ is randomly selected as one of the top p% members of the current population with p 2 ð0; 1. X ri ;G and X ri ;G are
1
2
selected from P. For each individual i, the mutation factor F i , associated in each generation, is independently updated with
corresponding to a Cauchy distribution by:

F i ¼ rand ci ðlF ; 0:1ÞlF ¼ ð1  cÞ:lF þ c:meanL ðSF Þ
P
2
F2S F
meanL ðSF Þ ¼ P F
F2SF F
The location parameter lF and scale parameter are set to 0.1. The DE/current-to-pbest/1 with the external archive is deﬁned:


!
! 
!
!
! 
!
e i
V i;G ¼ X i;G þ F i : X pbest;G  X i;G þ F i : X ri ;G  X
r ;G
1

2

!
!
!
e i is randomly selected from P [ A.
where X ri ;G and X pbest;G are selected from P and X
r 2 ;G
1
In [165], a DE algorithm based on landscape modality detection, i.e., unimodal or multimodal, was proposed. The landscape modality of the search points is recognized by the objective function values of a sampled point set on a line which
is determined by the centroid of search points and the best search point. When the objective function value changes from
decreasingly to increasingly, there is one valley. Therefore, if there is only one valley then the landscape is unimodal; otherwise the landscape is multimodal. Therefore, a method for choosing suitable value of the scaling factor was proposed based
on this landscape modality detection. In [177], a DE algorithm with new selection operator based on the local ﬁtness by using
CC methods was proposed which is a modiﬁcation of the research work referred in [178]. In DE or CC methods, a global ﬁtness function is used to evaluate all the variables in an individual. However, a solution A can be worse than the solution B
based on the global ﬁtness function where some variables in solution A have great quality values. They introduced the concept of local ﬁtness function which is motivated from the ideas of the genetic engineering and modern medicine to keep the
good variables in a solution. Hence, the local selection operator splits a high scale problem into some subcomponents and
associates a local ﬁtness function to evaluate each subcomponent. The local and global ﬁtness values are simultaneously
used to evolve the population.
Brest et al. [15] was designed a self-adaptive DE where uses a population-size reduction method and a technique for the
sign alteration of scale parameter F. The sign of scale parameter F is exchanged with a probability based on the ﬁtness values
of randomly selected vectors for the mutation operation of DE algorithm during search process. In [188], a DE with quantization orthogonal crossover (OXDE) was proposed. A search range of the two parents is quantized and then the levels of each
factor according to quantization of search range are deﬁned. When the dimension of a problem becomes much larger than
the number of the levels, QOX is broken into some subvectors similar to the research work referred in [97]. QOX was used
once at each generation to save the computational cost. In [196], a shufﬂe parallel DE based on multi-population was
introduced where uses two randomized strategies. At the beginning of the algorithm, population is divided into several
sub-populations which a scale factor is associated to each sub-population. The ﬁrst strategy, i.e., shufﬂe strategy, repartitions
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population into several sub-populations with a certain probability and the second strategy replaces all the scale factors of the
sub-populations by randomly sampled numbers between 0.1 and 1. Zamuda et al. [208] proposed a cooperative coevolution
DE by using log-normal self-adaptation to control parameters. Yang et al. [204] studied and analyzed previous adaptation
methods. Then, a generalized parameter adaptation framework for DE was proposed which is incorporated with the advantages of other methods.
In [173,172], a Modiﬁed Multiple Trajectory Search (MMTS) is introduced which uses the simulated orthogonal array to
make initial solutions. In MTS, the multiple agents are applied to exploration simultaneously the solution space while an
iterated local search is performed by each agent. Also, three local search methods were applied to ﬁnd different neighborhood structures. In [214], a self-adaptive DE as SaDE-MMTS was enhanced with JADE mutation strategy and MMTS. Trial
vector generation strategies and control parameters are adapted in according to their prior performance and SaDE-MMTS
also generates highly better solutions by using a MMTS. In [52], a DE algorithm based on two strategies, namely, role differentiation, and malleable mating mutation was proposed. Four different roles, namely, placing, leading, correcting and receiving vectors usually can be identiﬁed in the classic DE. In the classic DE, each individual of population are randomly selected
to play one of these roles in the mutation and crossover operations. The role differentiation strategy provides the suitable
selection of individuals for each role by generating four different groups. Furthermore, the malleable mating mutation
adjusts the mating tendency of placing vectors to guarantee some similarity relations. Piotrowski et al. [136] designed a
DE algorithm with the separated subpopulations in which population is divided into small groups and the information
exchange rules among the individuals of the group were deﬁned. In [71], a DE with a sampling method was introduced
for generating more offspring of the crossover operation to increase diversity. In [59], a co-evolutionary chromosome encoding scheme to evolve individuals was introduced. In the CC stage, each subcomponent evolves its individuals which is
collaborated with the different subcomponents by using the concept of friends introduced by Gomez et al. [60]. A friend concept for m subcomponents is a reference to an individual from other subcomponents. The deﬁnition of ﬁtness function is
extended by using the friend concept from considering just one individual to consider a group of them. The generation trial
process is similar to the crossover operation of DE. A DE with a new mutation operator was proposed in [198] which generates an offspring based on the local best solution, the best vector among the randomly selected vectors, and global best
solution. An adaptive DE with local search based on Cauchy mutation was developed in [131] which generates a neighbor
solution around the global best individual to add population when the global best individual does not improves in certain
generations. A MOS-based hybrid algorithms were developed in [94] which executes population-based and local algorithms
in sequence and the participation of each algorithm is adjusted dynamically. Wang et al. [187] proposed a DE framework
with multiobjective sorting-based mutation operator which can select parents in the DE mutation operator according to
the ﬁtness and diversity simultaneously. First, an Euclidean distance-based diversity metric for each individual is deﬁned
and then two measures, i.e., ﬁtness and diversity information, are considered by multiobjective sorting to select the parents.
Also, the ﬁrst effort in scaling the Minimum Population Search (MPS) [12] was proposed on high dimensional problems in
[13]. MPS can guarantee a full cover of the entire search space with a small population. By developing a new adaptive version
of threshold convergence, MPS can control the balance among exploration and exploitation which is critical in LSGO.
Opposition-based approaches. Rahnamayan et al. [148,146,145,147] enhanced DE (ODE) by using the concept of
Opposition-Based Learning (OBL) which was proposed by Tizhoosh [170]. The ODE used the basic concept as opposite numbers where is deﬁned as follow.
Opposite Number [145]: supposing that X ¼ ðx1 ; x2 ; . . . ; xD Þ be
a point in D-dimensional space such that xi 2 ½ai ; bi  for
_
ai < bi 2 R and i ¼ 1; . . . . . . ; D. The corresponding opposite point X is deﬁned by:
_

X ¼ ai þ bi  X
Two stages, namely, opposition-based population initialization and generation jumping are designed to be utilized in the DE
algorithm. In the opposition-based population initialization stage, when the initialization population is generated, simultaneously the opposite of each individual in the initial population is created to construct the opposite population. Then, the
ﬁttest individuals are picked from the union of two populations (initial and opposite one). During search process, the generation jumping stage computes the opposite of each new individual according to a predetermined probability and then ﬁttest individuals are selected such as the mentioned way. Also, instead of using the predeﬁned boundaries, boundaries of
individuals are determined dynamically based on minimum and maximum values of each variable of individuals in the current population.
In [142,143], Rahnamayan and Wang analyzed the performance of ODE on LSGO problems. They compared ODE with DE
on seven large scale benchmark functions (D = 500 and 1000) and conﬁrmed that in terms of convergence rate, robustness,
and solution accuracy, ODE has better result than DE and ODE’s performance gets better when the dimension increases. In
[183], a new DE (GODE) based on Generalized Opposition-Based Learning (GOBL) was proposed. In [181,182], OBL was generalized which transforms the candidates in the current search space to a new search space. Let D ¼ kða þ bÞ, where k is a real
number and the generalized OBL model is deﬁned by the following form:

X ¼ D  X
The GODE employs a GOBL model with the random number k. The GODE uses two opposition-based population initialization
and dynamic opposition strategies similar to ODE. In GODE, GOBL method is combined as another search component with DE
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method where each method executes with respect to the certain probability. Gao et al. [49] proposed a hybrid optimization
algorithm in which the OBL is integrated with the harmony search (HS) in mutation operation. In [184], an enhancing particle swarm optimization (called GOPSO) was integrated with GOBL and the Cauchy mutation [180]. GOBL is applied to the
initialization population to select the appropriate candidate solutions at the beginning of the algorithm. Also, GOBL is used
with respect to the certain probability in all algorithm steps. A parallel DE algorithm based on GPU (GOjDE) [185] was introduced which modiﬁes the GODE algorithm [183]. In order to enhance the performance, the self-adapting control parameter
method and GOBL were applied together in GOjDE. Additionally, GOjDE executes in parallel on the multiprocessors of GPU to
decrease effectively the computational time. In [2], several versions of extended shufﬂed DE (SDE) were proposed based on
the opposition-based population initialization and generation jumping methods. In the shufﬂed DE (SDE), the population is
divided into several subsets, memeplexes, and each memeplex is improved by a DE. All algorithms use the opposition-based
population initialization and different types of opposition-based generation jumping. In [79], a hybridization of OBL with CC
framework was introduced to deal with LSGO problems. when the population of each subcomponent is evaluated, its opposite population is constructed for the associated dimension of each subcomponent and then the ﬁttest individuals are picked
from the union of two populations.
Rahnamayan and Wang [144] introduced the center-based sampling concept. They deﬁned the probability of closeness to
an unknown solution for the points of the search space in a black-box problem based on the Euclidean distance as the
closeness measure. Monte-Carlo simulation is applied to compute this probability. They have shown that the probability
of closeness to an unknown solution for the center point is higher than other points and by increasing the dimension of
the problems, this probability value grows drastically. Due to the valuable feature of the center point, the generated samples
close to this point increase the chance to be closer to an unknown solution. Furthermore, the center point properties were
compared to the opposition points. In [47], a center-point-based SA was introduced in which the center point as an initial
point is used to enhance the algorithm performance. Also, an enhancement to ODE based on Center-Point sampling concept
was proposed in [46]. Recently, a survey of the population initialization methods for EA is provided in [78] which divides
existing population initialization methods to three general categories, i.e., randomness, compositionality and generality.
Also, the effects of various population initialization methods are studied for DE algorithm on LSGO problems in [77]. They
conducted experiments including two parts. In the ﬁrst part, the best parameter conﬁguration of DE is obtained and the second part of experiments provides a comparison among the different population initialization methods to handle LSGO
problems.

2.2.3. Local search-based approaches
In [212], a dynamic multi-swarm particle swarm optimizer was proposed as DMS-PSO which has dynamic and randomized neighborhood topologies. The population is adaptively divided into small subpopulations according to the alteration of
the neighborhood structures. Each subpopulation ﬁnds the promising areas by applying its own particles. DMS-PSO is
enhanced with the Quasi-Newton method to increase convergence speed. In [213], the DMS-PSO algorithm, a sub-regional
HS (SHS), and Modiﬁed Multi-Trajectory Search (MTS) were combined to construct a hybridization algorithm as DMS-PSOSHS. In [117,119,118], several memetic algorithms based on the local search chains were designed. In the local search chains,
at each stage, the initial conﬁguration of the local search operator is the ﬁnal conﬁguration reached by the previous local
search. In the local search chains, the memetic algorithms, namely, the Solis and Wets’s [160], the Nelder and Mead’s simplex
[123], the speciﬁc local MTS-LS1 search, the speciﬁc local MTS-LS2 search, the CMA-ES, and a new local search method (the
Subgrouping Solis Wets’ method) are used. In [194], a memetic DE scheme was proposed which the efﬁcient evolutionary
algorithms as the local search techniques are applied to the top solution within an adaptive computational budget. A hybrid
approach combining the Solis & Wets algorithm [160] and the ﬁrst of the local searches of the MTS algorithm [173] within
the the Multiple Offspring Sampling (MOS) framework [33] is proposed in [93] and the behavior of the hybrid proposed algorithm is analyzed to solve LSGO. In [19], a DE with the scale factor local search was introduced. The local search for scale
factor is described as minimization over the scale factor variable of ﬁtness function f in the direction of two random solutions
where ﬁnds a scale factor value to generate the high quality offspring.
In [50], a memetic DE with applying the simplex search method was proposed and the stochastic properties of chaotic
system were used to generate the population. In [92], a memetic DE was combined with MOS framework [33] which can
choose the best conﬁguration according to the problem characteristics. A MOS-based algorithm simultaneously uses several
offspring generating methods. A new quality function is deﬁned to adapt the participation ratio of each method according to
the average ﬁtness increment and the number of improvements after the associated number of objective function evaluations. In each step, the participation ratio is applied to determine the number of objective function evaluations of each
method in the next step. Hvattum and Glover [70] proposed a direct search/scatter search method where is derived from
the incorporating traditional direct search method and a scatter search with the clustering based and a randomized subsets
method. A simplex-based GA was developed in [67]. This method has the two reproduce operations, namely, an extremum
mutation and directional reproduce. In the generation of offspring, an extremum mutation uses the best individual while the
directional reproduce operations use all individuals except the best. A one-dimensional search algorithm was introduced in
[56] which is combined the EUS (Enhanced Unidirectional Search) [55] and the 3-2-3 line search [57]. In [103], an adaptive
local search depth strategy was introduced to arrange the computing resources among global search and local search according to the comparison of average ﬁtness increment among them.
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2.2.4. Tabu search
In [64], a Tabu search algorithm with multi-level neighborhood structures was proposed in which the decision variables
are divided into small groups to create multi-level neighborhood structures. The groups are randomly chosen and modiﬁed
to generate the trail solutions. A local search is also applied to enhance the best obtained solution. The neighborhood radius
is updated according to the improvement of Tabu search process. Duarte and Marti [43] introduced an adaptive memory programming procedure based on the combination of the scatter and Tabu search methods.
3. Benchmark problems and performance measures
The seven benchmark test set functions provided in the CEC’08 special session on LSGO [58]. In these benchmark test set,
functions G1 (Shifted Sphere), G4 (Shifted Rastrigin), and G6 (Shifted Ackley) are separable and functions G2 (Schwefel
Problem), G3 (Shifted Rosenbrock), G5 (Shifted Griewank), and G7 (Fast Fractal) are non-separable functions. The twenty
well-known benchmark functions F 1  F 20 were provided by the CEC’2010 Special Session and Competition on LSGO
[167]. Functions F 1  F 6 are the modiﬁed versions of the suite of benchmark functions developed in the CEC’2008 [166].
The four types of benchmark functions were designed including: separable, partially-separable in which most variables
are independent while the rest of a small number of variables are dependent, partially-separable which includes several
independent m-nonseparable subcomponents, and fully-nonseparable. The codes of the benchmark functions are available
in [1]. Table 3 provides the descriptions of these benchmark functions. The speciﬁc deﬁnitions of 19 benchmark functions
were also provided by the 2010 Special Issue of Soft Computing on Scalability of Evolutionary Algorithms and other
Metaheuristics for Large Scale Continuous Optimization Problems [66]. Detailed mathematic formulas and descriptions of
these benchmark functions can be found in [66]. The functions H1  H6 are similar to the CEC’2008 functions G1  G6 . The
functions H7  H11 are H7 (Shifted Schwefel’Problem 2.22), H8 (Shifted Schwefel’s Problem 1.2), H9 (Shifted Extended f 10 ),
H10 (Shifted Bohachevsky), and H11 (Shifted Schaffer). The hybrid composition functions H12  H19 are obtained by merging
two functions from the set of functions H1  H11 . In addition, some non-linear transformations were applied on the CEC’2010
benchmark functions to more describe real-world large-scale optimization problems and evaluate LSGO algorithms in the
report of CEC’2013 [100]. This report proposed 15 large-scale benchmark problems where are the extended versions of
CEC’2010 benchmark. The performance measure of LSGO is the average function error of the obtained best solution of algorithms in 25 independent runs where the error is f ðxÞ  f ðx Þ. The maximal number of ﬁtness evaluations usually are set to
5000  D.
4. Analysis of results
In this section, the summary of the quality of results are provided. We selected some algorithms which have been currently evaluated on CEC’2010 and CEC’08 benchmark functions and 19 benchmark functions of 2010 special issue. In
[201], the MLCC method was tested on CEC’08 benchmark test functions (D = 100, 500, and 1000). The results of the MLCC
algorithm are consistently good on G1 ; G4 ; G5 , and G6 . The performance of MLCC was compared with DECC-G and MLCC-R
(D = 1000) where is a version of MLCC with using the random strategy instead of the self-adaptive strategy to adapt levels.
MLCC outperforms DECC-G on G2  G6 and both algorithms have the same results and the high performance on G1 . It was
Table 3
Summary of the CEC’2010 test functions.
Function

Name

Properties

F1
F2
F3
F4
F5
F6
F7
F8
F9

Shifted Elliptic Function
Shifted Rastrigin’s Function
Shifted Ackley’s Function
Single-group Shifted 50-rotated Elliptic Function
Single-group Shifted 50-rotated Rastrigin’s Function
Single-group Shifted 50-rotated Ackley’s Function
Single-group Shifted 50-dimensional Schwefel’s
Single-group Shifted 50-dimensional Rosenbrock’s
10-group Shifted 50-rotated Elliptic Function

Unimodal-Separable
Multimodal-Separable
Multimodal-Separable
Unimodal-Single-group m-nonseparable
Multimodal-Single-group m-nonseparable
Multimodal-Single-group m-nonseparable
Unimodal-Single-group m-nonseparable
Multimodal-Single-group m-nonseparable
D
-group m-nonseparable
Unimodal-2m

F 10

10-group Shifted 50-rotated Rastrigin Function

D
-group m-nonseparable
Multimodal-2m

F 11

10-group Shifted 50-rotated Ackley Function

D
-group m-nonseparable
Multimodal-2m

F 12

10-group Shifted 50-dimensional Schwefel’s

D
-group m-nonseparable
Unimodal-2m

F 13

10-group Shifted 50-dimensional Rosenbrock’s

D
-group m-nonseparable
Multimodal-2m

F 14

20-group Shifted 50-rotated Elliptic Function

D
-group m-nonseparable
Unimodal-m

F 15

20-group Shifted 50-rotated Rastrigin’s Function

D
-group m-nonseparable
Multimodal-m

F 16

20-group Shifted 50-rotated Ackley Function

D
-group m-nonseparable
Unimodal-m

F 17

20-group Shifted 50-rotated Schwefel’s Function

D
-group m-nonseparable
Multimodal-m

F 18

20-group Shifted 50-rotated Rosenbrock’s Function

F 19
F 20

Shifted Schwefel’s Function 1.2
Shifted Rosenbrock’s Function

D
-group m-nonseparable
Unimodal-m
Multimodal-Fully nonseparable
Multimodal-Fully nonseparable
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remarked that MLCC is better than MLCC-R on G2  G7 . In [204], GaDE was executed on 19 benchmark functions of 2010 special issue with D = 50, 100, 200, 500, and 1000. Also, a comparison among GaDE, DE, CHC (Cross generational elitist selection,
Heterogeneous recombination, and Cataclysmic mutation) [45], and G-CMA-ES (Restart Covariant Matrix Evolutionary
Strategy) [6] was provided. GaDE on H1 ; H4  H7 ; H9  H12 ; H14  H16 ; H18 and H19 has the impressive performance. GaDE outperforms DE on H4 ; H6 ; H8 ; H9 ; H11 ; H12 ; H14 ; H16 and H18 while the results of DE are signiﬁcantly better than GaDE on H2 ; H10 ,
and H19 and both algorithms have the same results on other functions. GaDE also outperforms G-CMA-ES on most of the
functions while G-CMA-ES has the efﬁcient performance on H2 and H8 . The results showed the performance of CHC is worse
than other algorithms. Furthermore, efﬁcacy of parameter adaptation and setting and computational running time were
analyzed.
In [99], CCPSO2 was analyzed on the CEC’08 benchmark test functions. It was realized that for the separable functions G1
and G4  G6 (D = 500), the performance of CCPSO2 becomes signiﬁcantly better by selecting a combination of small and large
group sizes at the different steps of run while for non-separable functions G2 ; G3 , and G7 , its performance is enhanced by
selecting a small group size. The CCPSO2 algorithm was compared with sep-CMA-ES method [152,61] on CEC’08 benchmark
test functions and four functions G3r ; G4r ; G5r , and G6r (D = 100, 500, and 1000) which are rotated versions of G3 ; G4 ; G5 , and G6 .
They presented that CCPSO2 outperforms sep-CMA-ES on high-dimensional multimodal functions with a complex ﬁtness
landscape. sep-CMA-ES outperforms CCPSO2 on G4r ; G1 , and G3 but on other functions both methods have the similar behavior. Then, the CCPSO2 were compared with EPUS-PSO, DMS-PSO, and MLCC methods on CEC’08 benchmark test functions
(D = 1000). In terms of results, CCPSO2 performs reasonably better than EPUS-PSO on six CEC’08 test functions, except G2 .
CCPSO2 has better results than DMS-PSO on ﬁve functions, except G1 and G5 . The results of CCPSO2 are better than MLCC
on G1 ; G2 , and G3 and not different on G5 and G6 . Finally, they provided results on G1 ; G3 , and G7 up to 2000 dimensions.
In [196], the results of SOUPDE were provided on 19 benchmark functions of 2010 special issue with D = 50, 100, 200, 500,
and 1000 and SOUPDE was compared with DE, CHC, and G-CMA-ES. The results based on Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test have
shown SOUPDE outperforms CHC and G-CMA-ES. Comparing to DE, SOUPDE has the same results on most of the functions
with D = 50 and 100 while SOUPDE performs better than DE on the most of the functions with D = 100, 500, and 1000. In
addition, the Holm procedure was performed on the results and they indicated that both tests are similar for CHC and
G-CMA-ES while the Holm procedure does not conﬁrm that the results of SOUPDE are considerably better than DE. In
[36], the performance of IPSOLS was analyzed on 19 benchmark functions of 2010 special issue with D = 50, 100, 200,
500, and 1000 and compared with DE, CHC, and G-CMA-ES. The results showed that the results of IPSOLS are better than
CHC and G-CMA-ES. The performance of IPSOLS with the growth of dimensional increases in comparison to CHC and
G-CMA-ES for D = 500 and 1000. Also, IPSOLS obtains the good results on H1 ; H3 ; H4 ; H5 ; H6 , and H10 .
In [185], GOjDE was executed on 19 benchmark functions of 2010 special issue with D = 100, 200, 500 and 1000. GOjDE
was compared with DE, GODE, CHC, and G-CMA-ES. Also, the computational time of GOjDE on CPU and GPU was analyzed.
The results were conﬁrmed that the results of GOjDE on H1 ; H5  H7 ; H9  H12 ; H15 ; H16 and H19 are signiﬁcant while DE and
GODE have the better performance on H1 ; H5  H7 ; H10 ; H12 ; H15 ; H16 and H19 . The performance of GOjDE is better on
H1 ; H2 ; H5  H19 than DE with D = 100, 200, and 500 while the performance of both algorithms is the same on D = 1000.
GOjDE outperforms GODE and G-CMA-ES on all functions, except H4 , and all functions, except H2 ; H3 , and H8 , respectively.
It should be noted that in [181,182], GODE was executed on 19 high-dimensional problems for D = 50, 100, 200, 500, and
1000 and was compared with DE, CHC and G-CMA-ES and it was concluded that GODE is signiﬁcantly better than CHC
and G-CMA-ES on all dimensions. Based on the mentioned notice in [174], they shown that CHC is not suitable for solving
LSGO problems. Furthermore, GOjDE was compared with two other DE algorithms, namely, SOUPDE and GaDE and the
results were reported. The results (D = 1000) showed that the performance of GaDE is better than GOjDE on 6 functions,
while GOjDE gained much better results than GaDE on 9 functions. For D = 1000, GaDE achieves better results than GOjDE
on 6 functions, while GOjDE outperforms GaDE on 9 functions. They achieved the same results on F 1 and F 5 . Moreover,
GOjDE performs better than SOUPDE on 7 functions, while SOUPDE outperforms GOjDE on 7 functions. They presented that
the computational time of GOjDE by using GPU is effectively decreased.
In [118], MA-SW-Chains was performed on CEC’2010 benchmark test functions (D = 1000) and compared with DECC-G
and MLCC. The results conﬁrm that although the performance of MA-SW-Chains is signiﬁcant on non-separable functions,
its performance deteriorates signiﬁcantly on F 9 and F 14 , or F 13 and F 18 . Also, MA-SW-Chains outperforms DECC-G and MLCC
on most of function except separable functions. MA-SW-Chains obtains the remarkable results on F 7 and F 12 in compassion
to other algorithms. In [23], CCVIL was performed on CEC’2010 benchmark test functions (D = 1000). From results, it was
inferred that if the number of ﬁtness evaluations in the learning stage is not sufﬁcient to discover all interacting variables
of a group, CCVL obtains more number of groups than the real groups. CCVIL determines more groups than the real group
on F 3 ; F 6 , and F 11 . On F 8 ; F 13 ; F 18 and F 20 , CCVIL achieved good results since it detects them as separable problems. Furthermore, they compared CCVIL with DECC-G, MLCC, and JADE. The performance of CCVIL is better than DECC-G and MLCC on
F 2 ; F 4  F 6 ; F 9  F 17 , and F 19  F 20 while DECC-G and MLCC performed signiﬁcantly better than CCVIL on F 3 . The performance
of CCVIL is better than JADE on F 1  F 3 ; F 10  F 11 ; F 13 ; F 15  F 17 , and F 20 and JADE obtains much superior results than CCVIL on
F 4  F 5 ; F 8  F 9 ; F 14 , and F 18 . In [129], the DECC-DG method was performed on CEC’2010 benchmark test functions. First, the
details and results of identifying subcomponents were described. The grouping accuracy of this method according to the
detection of the grouping of non-separable subcomponents is 100% on F 1  F 6 ; F 9  F 10 ; F 12 ; F 14  F 15 ; F 17 , and F 19 . It was
noted that the performance of this method is related to the required number of ﬁtness evaluations to identify subcomponents. This method requires a numerous of ﬁtness evaluations to identify the groups on fully separable functions and the
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Table 4
GOJDE’s number of wins, losses, and ties against SOUPDE and GADE (on 19 benchmark functions of 2010 special issue).
Algorithm

Wins

Loses

Ties

v.s. SOUPDE
v.s. GaDE

7
9

9
8

3
2

Table 5
CCPSO2’s number of wins, losses, and ties of CCPSO2 against MLCC (on the CEC’08 benchmark test functions).
Algorithm

Wins

Loses

Ties

v.s. MLCC

3

2

2

Table 6
DECC-DG’s number of wins, losses, and ties against other compared algorithms (on CEC’2010 benchmark test
functions).
Algorithm

Wins

Loses

Ties

v.s.
v.s.
v.s.
v.s.

4
10
10
9

14
9
7
8

2
1
3
3

MA-SW-CHAINS
MLCC
DECC-D
DECC-DML

Table 7
Summary of applications of LSGO.
Algorithm applied and references

Application

CC with weighted random grouping (CCWR) [116]
A monopopulation CC genetic programming [8]
The differential Ant-Stigmergy algorithm [87]

Large-scale crossing waypoints locating in air route network
A problem related to the modeling of a cheese ripening process
Electric motor power losses minimization, turbo-compressor aerodynamic power
maximization, An electric motor casing stiffness maximization
Seismic waveform inversion
The parameter estimation and calibration of the highly nonlinear hydrologic models
used for ﬂood forecasting
Large scale set covering problems with application to airline crew scheduling
An inverse problem of chemical kinetics
Large-scale human movement problems
Detecting communities in complex networks
Large scale economic load dispatch optimization of power systems
Engineering design optimization
Parameter estimation in large scale systems biology models
The parameter calibration problem of water pipeline system
The RoboCup soccer server domain
Large scale multiobjective optimization problems
Resource allocation and scheduling of multiple composite web services in cloud
computing
High-dimensional waveform inversion
Optimal selection of wavelengths in multi-component Analysis
Clustering problems
Flow shop production scheduling with uncertainty

Cooperative Co-evolution DE [178]
The three algorithms; SCE-UA, PSO, and DE [28]
An adaptive heuristic-based EA [112]
Simple scheduled memetic algorithm [85]
Parallel PSO [84]
Cooperative Co-evolutionary DE [69]
Estimation of distribution and DE cooperation(ED-DE) [193]
Three hybrid metaheuristic algorithms [207]
Cooperative Enhanced Scatter Search (CeSS) [175]
Two-stage based ensemble optimization EA (EOEA) [64]
Genetic Programming [109]
A novel cooperative co-evolutionary MOEA CCGDE3 [5]
A Cooperative Coevolutionary Genetic Algorithm CCGA [3]
Cooperative Coevolutionary DE Algorithm [179]
Genetic algorithms [107]
The Cooperative Article Bee Colony [216]
A cooperative coevolutionary particle swarm optimization
algorithm [74]
Improved Self-Adaptive Differential Evolution With
Neighborhood Search(SaNSDE+) and SaNSDE [205]
An enhanced cooperative coevolution genetic
algorithm(ECCGA) [215]
The Self-Adaptive DE(jDE) [209]
A cooperative coevolution of genetic local search with
distance independent diversity control [82]
Cooperative coevolution Genetic Programming [124]
Cooperative coevolutionary GA(CCGA) [14]
Cooperative bare-bone particle swarm optimization [73]
Variable neighborhood decomposition method [114]
A hybrid GA-PSO algorithm [102]
Cooperative co-evolution with route distance grouping [115]

Building thermal model parameter identiﬁcation problem
The application domain of pattern classiﬁcation
Reconstruction of procedural three dimensional models of woody plants
Inferring S-system models of large-scale genetic networks
The modeling of an industrial agrifood process
Vibration-based damage detection
Clustering high-dimensional data
Large scale capacitated arc routing Problems
High-dimensional subspace clustering problem
Large-Scale capacitated arc routing problems
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number of ﬁtness evaluations slightly decrease according to the growth of non-separable subcomponents. It was compared
with CCVIL and results shown that the DECC-DG method constructs subcomponents with more accurate than CCVIL and uses
the fewer number of ﬁtness evaluations on most of the functions, except F 1 ; F 2 , and F 7 . On fully separable subcomponents,
CCVIL is able to identify subcomponents with a low number of ﬁtness evaluations while DECC-DG uses approximately one
million ﬁtness evaluations to identify them. Since the differential grouping method use the approximation of the gradient to
recognize interacting subcomponents, it has the great performance on the non-separable functions. Also, the results of sensitivity analysis showed that the performance of DECC-DG does not depend too much to the parameter . Moreover, it was
compared with delta grouping (DECC-D) [149], MLCC, a method as DECC-DML which is similar to DECC-D but it uses a set of
potential group sizes like MLCC, MA-SW-Chains [94], DECC-G, a method as CBCC-DG which is contribution based CC [128]
with differential grouping, and an ideal grouping (DECC-I) is a DECC which manually uses the knowledge of the benchmark
functions to make groups. The results of all algorithms were reported and it was seen from results that DECC-DG outperforms other algorithms.
Table 4 shows the summary of the comparison results between algorithms for D = 1000 on 19 benchmark functions of
2010 special issue. We have included the number of wins, losses and ties for algorithm GOjDE against SOUPDE and GaDE
have been included in according to the mentioned mean result referred in [185] in Table 4. Results of GaDE are taken from
Table 1 in [204]. Results of SOUPDE are taken from Tables 15 and 17 in [196]. Results of GOjDE are taken from Table 9 in
[185]. The comparison results between CCPSO2 and MLCC summarized in Table 5 based on two-tailed t-tests conducted
in [99] among two algorithm on the CEC’08 benchmark test functions for D = 1000.
We provide a two-tailed t-test among the results of DECC-DG and four algorithms MA-SW-CHAINS, MLCC, DECC-D, and
DECC-DML on CEC’2010 benchmark test functions. The results are taken from Tables VI and V in [129]. This information is
summarized in Table 6.
5. Applications
Research works from several domains of science and engineering have been applying LSGO algorithms to solve optimization problems arising in their own ﬁelds. Table 7 summarizes several applications of LSGO.
6. Conclusions and future directions
The real world optimization problems often appear with high complexity and dimension, known as LSGO problems which
have attracted much interest among research works from various ﬁelds. Over the last decade, large numbers of metaheuristic
algorithms or their modiﬁcations have been developed to improve signiﬁcantly the performance of the algorithm for tackling
LSGO problems. In this paper, a general overview of research works to solve LSGO problems has been presented. It includes
the advances in the decomposition and non-decomposition methods, benchmark functions, performance measures, major
results, and some applications. The metaheuristic algorithm challenges to solve LSGO problems derive from various main
aspects: (1) in many problems, the search space increases exponentially with the number of decision variables, (2) the features of an optimization problem may deteriorate with increase dimension of the problem, e.g. a unimodal function transforms into a multimodal function, and (3) the metaheuristic algorithms in handling with LSGO problems usually needs very
large computational cost, (4) another measure of the complicate of LSGO problems is the non-separable properties of problem which the identiﬁcation of the interacting variables is a main challenge especially in the CC methods. We describe below
some gaps which have been identiﬁed and deﬁne future directions of research in the area of LSGO.
 The optimal decomposition: The major challenge of CC algorithms is grouping variables into some subcomponents near
optimal decomposition to signiﬁcantly improve their performance. Most of the current decomposition methods have
focused on constructing the non-separable subcomponents. Much more effort is needed to fully develop decomposition
methods with the high performance and great accuracy on both non-separable and separable subcomponents. Also, in
most real-world problems, some imbalance will exist between various subcomponents so the strengths and weaknesses
of these decomposition methods should be investigated thoroughly on imbalanced problems [100]. The design of new
decomposition methods becomes an essential requirement for imbalanced problems.
 The CC Framework characteristics: Although a number of research works have been developed to design decomposition
methods for CC algorithms, efﬁcient approaches are still greatly needed to investigate other characteristics of CC algorithms. The collaboration method, choosing a representing solution for collaborative ﬁtness assessment, dividing the
computational budget among subcomponents according to their contributions, and investigating impact of the initial
population and population size have a signiﬁcant effect on the performance of CC algorithms. The theoretical studies
on these characteristics are quite limited so far. Thus, it would be interesting to investigate how use other characteristics
of CC algorithms to improve their performance.
 Fully separable or fully non-separable problems with a single non-separable group: The decomposition methods decompose all variables of these problems into one subcomponent therefore this subcomponent is still a LSGO problem and the
performance of CC algorithms deteriorates on such problems. In fully separable, some decomposition methods can divide
all variable into some subcomponents. The problem is how to design a decomposition method to automatically achieve a
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suitable decomposition. The decomposition methods need to develop for such problems. In fully non-separable problems,
it is desirable to design new algorithms with exploring capabilities for these problems. Some issues e.g., parallel implementations of well-known non-decomposition methods, hybrid between the non-decomposition methods and local
search methods can be investigated in future.
 The imbalanced LSGO benchmark functions: The real-world optimization problems have an important characteristic,
imbalance in the contribution of subcomponents, the CEC’2013 benchmark functions were developed to better represent
this characteristic. The theoretical studies are still quite infant on the imbalanced LSGO benchmark functions and the CC
algorithm and non-decomposition methods have not developed to solve them. Further research can be directed to extend
the CC algorithm and non-decomposition methods for tackling the imbalanced LSGO functions.
 The real-world problems: Most of the LSGO methods have been evaluated only on LSGO benchmark test functions. There
is a fundamental question: how these common LSGO benchmark test set and evaluation criteria reﬂect the characteristics
of real-world problems. Researchers in the LSGO of ﬁeld need to consider and model a real-world benchmark set, i.e., a
challenging task, and apply the CC and non-decomposing methods to solve them in the future. Also, the studies should
investigate the characteristics of real-world problems and show how they relate to the characteristics of current benchmark problems.
 The higher dimensional problems: Little efforts have been made to further improve the scalability of the LSGO methods
for tackling LSGO benchmark test set with dimension greater than 1000. Scalability of LSGO methods becomes an essential requirement which is a great potential to future research works.
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